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REMARKS

Claims 1 -1 6 arc pending in the present application. Reconsideration of the claims

is respectfully requested.

L 35 U.S.C. 8 J 03, Obviousness

The examiner has rejected claims 1-16 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Truehlood (U.S. Patent No. 5,74&,499) in view of Wong et al (US

Patent No. 6,216,1 52). This rejection is respectfully traversed.

Claim 1 of the present application reads:

1 . A method for a distributed audio server, the method comprising the

computer-implemented steps of:

generating audio data and grapliic data in a platform-independent

application;

sending the graphic data to a display server on a client machine

specified by a display environment variable; and

sending the audio data to aplatfomt-indepcndcnt audio server on

the client machine specified by an audio environment variable or by an

audio command line parameter.

Claim 14 recites similar limitations for a computer program product.

In rejecting the claims, the Examiner states:

As per claims 1 and 14, Trueblood leaches a method for a distributed

audio server (column 2, lines 43-49), the method comprising the computer

implemented steps of: generating audio data and graphic data (abstract);

sending the graphic data to a display server on a client machine specified

by a display environment variable (abstract); and sending the audio data to

an audio server on the client machine specified by an audio environment

variable or by an audio command line parameter (abstract). (Office

Action, dated 4/25/02, page 2)

A prima facie case ofobviousness is established when the teachings of the prior art itself-

suggest the claimed subject matter to a person ofordinary skill in die art. In re Bell, 99

1

R2d 781, 783, 26 U.S.P.Q.2d 1529, 1531 (Fed. Cir. 1993). All limitations ofthe claimed

invention must be considered when determining patentability, In re Lowry, 32 F.3d 1579,

1582, 32 U.S.P.Q,2d 1031, 1034 (Fed. Cir. 1994). In comparing Trueblood to the claimed
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iiwcnlion to determine obviousness, limilalioiis of the presently claimed invention may not

be ignored.

Tntebhod teaches a method and system for recording and playing back X-

Window command streams. Tt has no bearing on a method for sending platform-

independent audio data to a client machine wilh a platform-independent audio server

defined by an audio environment variable.

Trueblood teaches a method and system for recording command sLreams from a

user at set intervals and the ability to replay those command streams by means of a GUI

that simulates a VCR. More specifically, Trueblood teaches a system for recording air

traffic control commands, and the ability to replay and review such data. None of these

features relate to the limitations of claims 1 and 14. Trueblood docs not disclose sending

platlbrm-indcpcndcnt audio dala to an audio server on a client machine. The only

mention of audio data relates to a time-stamped audio track that can be replayed. This is

not the same as a platform-independent audio server and docs not cover the limitations of

the present invention. Nor docs Tntebhod teach an audio environment variable or

command line parameter for specifying the audio server operating on the client. In fact,

Trueblood teaches:

In the present invention, the graphics software is platform-independent

and can operate on any work station embodying an appropriate operating

system. However, when audio is included, the audio client communicates

with the audio hardware of the work station, thus making the overall

system no longer platform-independent. (CoK 8, lines 6-1 1)

Furthermore, the X-Windows protocol used in the Trueblood system cannot support

platform-independent audio data streams, which is why Trueblood must rely on the

platform-dependent audio playback mcdiod described above. This limitation of the X-

Windows system is specifically pointed out in the present application:

When a Java application is executing on a Unix host machine

through X Windows, the graphics generated by the Java application may
be distributed using Lhc X Windows protocol to an X Windows server that

is running on a client machine.

The Java runtime environment contains an audio playback engine

that uses the native audio support of the supporting machine to play the

audio data. However, there is no support for audio in the X Windows

protocol. In most cases, when a Java application on a host machine

generates an audio datastrcam, the underlying pi aLform-specific operating
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system will employ the audio support of the underlying machine so that

the audio will be audible at the underlying host machine and not the client

machine. Hence, if a user at a client machine remotely executes a Java

application on a host machine, the graphics for the Java application will

appear on the user's client machine, but the audio will be played on the

remote host machine, and the user will not hoar the generated audio on the

client machine. This situation is possibly unexpected to the user and

certainly undesirable. (Specification, page 2, line 27-pagc 3, linelS)

No part of lYucblood teaches or suggests a method to overcome this limitation of the X-

Windows protocol. By contrast, the limitations ofclaims 1 and 14 do overcome this

limitation in the X-Windows protocol.

With regard to platform independence, the Examiner states:

Trueblood fails to teach that the application is platform independent.

Wong ct al. teach a media plug-in application that is platform independent

(abstract; column 5, lines 30-51), It would be obvious to one of ordinary

still in the art at the time the invention was made to employ Wong's

teachings within the system ofTrueblood because using a platform

independent application would allow it to run on various types of

machines. (Office Action, page 2)

The simple fact that the plug-in decoders taught in Wong are platform-independent plug-

ins docs not mean that they can be combined with Trueblood to produce the limitations of

the present invention, fn determining obviousness, on applicant's teachings may not be

read into the prior art. Panduit Corp. v. Denison Mfe Co., 810 F.2d 1 561, 1575 n. 29, 1

US.P.Q. 1593, 1C02 n. 29 (Fed, Cir. 1987) (citing need to "guard against hindsight and the

temptation to read the inventor's teachings into the prior art
1

').

The plug-ins taught by Wong are designed to be used with applications, most

notably web browsers. However, the present invention does not rely on applications such

as web browsers. Instead, the graphics and audio data in the present invention are sent to a

display server and audio server. Servers arc fundamentally different than the web browsers

that use the plug-ins taught by Wong. Browsers actively search for data, whereas servers

received data passively as it is sent to them. Wong (iocs not teach or suggest the use of its

plug-in decoders with servers, such as the display and audio servers in the present

invention, Tn addition, it is unclear if it is even technically feasible to apply the plug-ins in

Wong with servers, such as those taught by the present invention.
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Furthermore, the mere addition of plug-ins is not sufficient lo overcome the

inability of the Truehlood system to support platform-independent audio data streams, and

it certainly docs not produce a system that can suppoit platform-independent audio data by

means of a platform-independent audio server on a client machine. Therefore, the

proposed combination oi Trueblood and Wong does not produce the limitations of claims 1

and 14.

Therefore, the rejection ofclaims 1 and 14 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) has been

In rejecting the other independent claims, the Examiner states:

As per claims 4 and 9, Trueblood teaches a method for a

distributed audio server (column 2, lines 4349), the method comprising

the computer implemented sLcps of generating audio data (abstract),

Trueblood fails to teach that the audio server is implemented as a

platform-independent application. Wong ct al. teach a media plug-in

application that is platform independent (abstract; column 5, lines 30-51).

It would be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the ait at the time the

invention was made to employ Wong's teachings within the system of

Trueblood because using a platform independent application would allow

it to run on various types of machines.

The method of determining whether an audio environment variable

or an audio command line parameter is defined and if an audio

environment variable or an audio command line is defined, sending the

audio data lo a platform-independent audio server on a client machine

specified by the audio environment variable or by the audio command line

parameter is inherent to Trucblood's invention (column 4, lines 55-67), the

method is more further disclosed by Wong ct al. (column 7, lines 1-37).

Because Wong et al. refer to the method being applied to media, the

method inherently includes audio data and graphic data. This provides the

basis on which claims 5 and 10 are rejected, (Office Action, page 3)

This rejection is traversed for the same reasons explained in regard to claims 1 and 14.

Furthermore, the Applicant disputes the Examiner's assertion that the use on audio server

and audio environment variable arc inherent to Trueblood and Wong. As explained

above, Trueblood teaches a system that operates using X-Windows, which docs not

support audio. Client machines using the X-Windows protocol cannot support platform-

independent audio data streams without the local audio environment variable (or

command line parameter) and audio server provided by the present invention. It is well

known in the art that the audio server and audio environment variable arc not inherent

overcome.
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parts of the X*Windows protocol. Again, no part of Triieblood teaches or suggests a

method to overcome this limitation of X-Windows. Therefore, the only thing inherent

about X-Windows system in Trueblood is its inability to support platform-independent

audio data.

As for Wong, the use of audio and video media does not inherently include the use

of an audio environment variable and audio server or a display server, which arc distinct

from plug-in decoders. Moreover, as stated above, the plug-ins in Wong are used with

applications such as web browsers, which are fundamentally distinct from the display and

audio servers in the present invention.

Therefore, the rejection of claims 4, 5, 9, and 10 under 35 U.S.C, § 103(a) has

been overcome.

Since claims 2-3, 6-8, 11-13, and 15-16 depeud from the independent claims and

contain the limitations of the independent claims, thoy arc distinguished from Trueblood

and Wong for the reasons explained in regard to claims 1 , 4, 9, and 14.

Therefore, the rejection of claims 1-16 under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03(a) has been

overcome.

In response to the arguments above, the Examiner replies:

Applicant's arguments filed have been fully considered but they

are not persuasive. It is the duty of the examiner to treat the claims as

broadly as possible in order to issue a merited patent. Trueblood teaches a

method of audio and graphic data being sent to a host workstation (column

3, lines 43-47). Audio server and display server may be broadly

interpreted. The web browser ofWong is interpreted to be a display and

audio server.

Applicant's argument regarding the absence of an audio

environment variable has been fully considered by the examiner and found

to be not persuasive. X-Windows provides a display environment variable

that allows a client to specify the display to which the data or commands

are being sent. It would be inherent to a system employing audio in X-

Windows to have an audio environment variable that allows a client to

specify the audio device to which data or commands are being sent.

Without the audio environment variable, Tnieblood's system would not be

able to operate. (Final Office Action, dated 9/27/02, p. 2)

Despite the Examiner's assertion, the invention in Dveblood can indeed work with out

inherently requiring an audio environment variable. The quote above from Trueblood

(Col. 8, lines 6-11) clearly indicates that audio is optional and not inherently required for
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Tnieblood to work. Furthermore, the same quoted section also explicitly states that if

audio is added to the system, "the audio client communicates with the audio hardware of

the work station, thus making the overall system no longer platform-independent*\ This

is in direct contrast to the present invention, which uses platform-independent audio data.

Again, as slated above, the only thing inherent aboui X-Windows is its inability to

support audio. Therefore, an audio environment variable is not inherent to any X-

Windows system, including the one taught in Trueblood.

The examiner goes on to slate:

In response to applicant's argument that the references fail to show

certain features of applicant's invention, it is noted that the features upon

which applicant relics (i.e., X-Windows support of platform-independent

audio data streams) arc not recited in the rejected claini(s). Although the

claims arc interpreted in light of die specification, limitations from the

specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van Geuns. 988 F.2d

1 181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993). (Final Office Action, p. 2)

The Examiner has misinterpreted the Applicant's reference to the specification. The

cited section of the specification (page 2, line 27 through page 3, linclS) was not

intended to support the claims. Rather, the specification was quoted to explain the

inherent limitations of X-Windows systems, which includes (he Trueblood system.

Furthermore, this section docs not state (hat X-Windows supports platform-independent

audio data. On the contrary, this section ofthe specification specifically explains that X-

Windows does not support audio, which is why the Trueblood system cannot support

platform-independent audio data.

Finally, the Examiner states:

In response to applicant's argument that the examiner's conclusion

ofobviousness is based upon improper hindsight reasoning, it must be

recognized that any judgment on obviousness is in a sense necessarily a

reconstruction based upon hindsight reasoning. But so long as it takes into

account only knowledge which was within the level of ordinary skill at the

time the claimed invention was made, and does not include knowledge

gleaned only from the applicant's disclosure, such a reconstruction is

proper. See in re Mclaughlin. 443 F.2d 1392, 170 USPQ 209 (CCPA
1 971). The motivation to combine the feature of platform independent of

Wong into the teachings ofTrueblood is that it will allow the system of

Trueblood to be used on a universal platform. (Final Office Action, pp.2-

3)
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For the sake of argument, even assuming that Truebhod and Wong can be combined, the

resulting combination still would not teach the limitations of the present invention for the

reasons stated above. The present invention uses ptatform-independent audio data.

Trucblood teaches an X-Wiudows system, which cannot support platform-independent

audio data. Truebhod docs not teach or suggest any method for overcoming this

limitation ofX-Windows. Rather, Truebhod explicitly accepts this limitation and makes

no attempt to overcome it. As explained above, the plug-ins taught by Wong are not

capable of overcoming this inherent limitation ofX*Windows, nor is there any suggestion

in Wong ofhow such plug-ins could be used to overcome this problem in X-Windows.

Therefore, combining Wong with Trucblood (if technically feasible at all), still would not

allow the Trucblood system to support platform-independent audio data.
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II. Conclusion

It is respectfully urged that the subject application is patentable over Truehlood

and Wong and is now in condition for allowance.

The examiner is invited to call the undersigned at the below-listed telephone

number if in the opinion of the examiner such a telephone conference would expedite or

aid the prosecution and examination of this application.

DATE: Oft<3\
Respccl fully submitted,

ChrisLophcr P. O'Hagan

Reg. No. 46,966

Carslens, Yec & Cahoon, LLP
P.O. Box 802334

Dallas, TX 75380

(972) 367-2001

Attorney for Applicant
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